
CREATIVITY WILL SEPARATE US





Green promotional products help reduce a company's carbon footprint by decreasing resource consumption, lowering emissions in
production, promoting sustainable behaviors, and potentially influencing market trends. While these actions are beneficial for 
sustainability, earning carbon credits requires thorough verification of the associated emissions reductions

Let’s look at some of the key benefits:

Reduced Resource Consumption

• Sustainable Materials: Using products made from recycled or sustainable materials (e.g., recycled plastic, bamboo, organic 
cotton) reduces the demand for virgin resources, which often require more energy and produce more emissions to extract and 
process.

• Less Waste: Eco-friendly products are often designed to be reusable, reducing the waste generated by single-use items.

Lower Emissions in Production

• Energy-Efficient Manufacturing: Some green products are produced using energy-efficient processes that lower greenhouse gas 
emissions.

• Renewable Energy: Manufacturing facilities powered by renewable energy sources (e.g., solar, wind) can further reduce the 
carbon footprint of the products they create.

Sustainable Packaging

• Minimal and Recyclable Packaging: Using minimal and recyclable packaging materials reduces waste and emissions associated 
with packaging production and disposal.

• Biodegradable Options: Biodegradable packaging can reduce landfill waste and the associated methane emissions, a potent 
greenhouse gas.

Promoting Eco-Friendly Behavior

• Awareness and Education: Green promotional products can serve as a platform to raise awareness about environmental issues 
and encourage sustainable behaviors among recipients (e.g., reusable shopping bags, water bottles, or solar-powered gadgets).

• Behavioral Change: By providing alternatives to disposable products, companies can encourage consumers to adopt more 
sustainable habits.

Indirect Emissions Reductions

• Product Use: Some green promotional products directly reduce emissions through their use. For example, a solar-powered 
charger reduces the need for electricity from fossil fuels.

• Lifecycle Impact: Products that are durable and designed for long-term use can reduce replacement frequency, leading to lower 
overall emissions over time.

Corporate Sustainability Image

• Brand Loyalty: Companies that demonstrate a commitment to sustainability can build stronger relationships with environmentally 
conscious consumers, potentially leading to increased support for other green initiatives.

• Market Influence: By choosing green promotional products, companies can influence suppliers and competitors to adopt more 
sustainable practices.



Quantity 2,500 5,000 7,000 10,000

Model B, C                           $0.89 $0.79 $0.75 $0.69

Model A,F $0.89 $0.85 $0.79 $0.75

Model D, E $0.95 $0.87 $0.82 $0.79

Model Metal Barrel E $1.49 $1.39 $1.29 $1.19

Mold Charge ( One  Time Fee)   $300.00 $300.00 $275.00 250.00

Antibacterial Add On $0.06 $0.06 $0.06 $0.06

Setup                                       $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 40.00

RECYCLABLE CUSTOM MOLDED CLIP PENS 

It’s the Pen to Keep. Recyclable Material. Reduce the demand for virgin resources. 

Unit Price is based on ( C ). Imprint: Price is including 4C decoration on the clip. Clip is Relief-Dimensional.
Mold Charge is a one-time fee. No mold charge for Repeat orders. We keep molds for up to 5 years. Antibacterial is optional. 
Please check sustainable packaging options.
Barrel Printing: $0.05 per color/location. Blue Ink-Non-Toxic Slim Ball Pen Refill-California Prop 65 Compliant. Free PMS Match 
for over 5K. Max Clip Size:2”x1,38” Production Time: 4 weeks. Packaging: Standard Single Poly Bag. Packing Carton 
Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 lbs. Additional Info: Free Virtual / Random Sample Available. FOB TX 75072
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Recyclable Large Printing Area Clip Pens

Quantity 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

Model ICE 2008                  $0.99 $0.89 $0.79 $0.69

Model SKY 1001 $0.99 $0.89 $0.79 $0.69

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Recyclable Material.

If you need a Large area to print look no further. Our Large Square, Rectangle clip pens are great for brand awareness. 
Imprint: Price is including 1C on barrel or clip. Unit Pricing is based on ( C ).
Antibacterial is Optional ( $0.05G) : Perfect for high-traffic areas such as malls, doctors' offices, retail stores or any office 
where guests visit, the Antibacterial Pen is a great way to keep your visitors healthy while reemphasizing your brand. This 
retractable style custom pen features an anti-bacterial and a Large clip upon which you can prominently showcase your 
brand’s name and logo. A commonly shared office item, pens have the propensity to unintentionally spread germs through 
frequent contact. The innovative Antibacterial Pen helps to prevent this spread by including an anti-bacterial additive in its 
grip that lasts throughout the pen’s lifetime, preventing harmful exposure. Imprint: Price is including 1C on barrel or clip.
Clip Sizes: Square 30 mm x 30 mm or Rectangle 20 mmx40 mm
and round 27 mm dia. Recyclable Additional Color Imprint: $0.05 (G) per color/location. Blue Ink-Non-Toxic Slim Ball Pen 
Refill-California Prop 65 Compliant. Free PMS Match for over 5K. Production Time: 3 weeks. Packaging: Standard Single 
Poly Bag. Custom Packaging is Available at an extra charge. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 lbs. 
Additional Info: Free Virtual artwork. FOB TX 75072
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Eco-Friendly Pens For Small Business

Quantity 750 1,000 2,500 5,000

CBD Business Pens Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $0.99 $0.89

Spine Pens Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $0.99 $0.89

Foot Pens Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $0.99 $0.89

Tooth Pens Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $0.99 $0.89

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Eco-Friendly Barrel

Small Business: Designed for Clinics. Footcare, Chiropractic Clinics, CBD Business, Dental Clinics, Heart 
Care, and Urgent Care. Small business series comes with plastic barrel or eco paper barrel. The seed Pen 
Version is optional with an additional charge.
Hemp Clip Pens: Great for CBD Business. Kraft Barrel. 
Imprint: Price is including 1C on barrel. Blue Ink-Non-Toxic Slim Ball Pen Refill-California Prop 65 Compliant. 
Free PMS Match for over 5K. Production Time: 2-3 weeks. Packaging: Standard Single Poly Bag. Custom 
Packaging is Available at an extra charge. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 lbs. Additional 
Info: Free Virtual / Random Sample Available. FOB TX 75072 
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Eco-Friendly Pen to Keep Series  

Quantity 500 1000 1500 2500

Cross Clip Pens-Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $1.05 $1.09

Drop Clip Pens-Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $1.05 $1.09

Piggy Clip Pens-Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $1.15 $1.09

Re/Max Pens-Eco Barrel $1.59 $1.29 $1.15 $1.09

Dollar Sign Eco Barrel $1.49 $1.19 $1.15 $1.09

Heart Clip Eco Pens $1.49 $1.19 $1.09 $1.09

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Kraft Barrel- Corn Starch Biodegradable/Recyclable Plastics.
Heart Clip Pens: Great for kids, events, festivals, and fun environments. Price includes 1 color logo on the barrel and a full-color 
logo on the clip Drop Clip Pens: Designed for Water companies and Eye medication products. Cross Clip Pens: Designed for 
Churches and religious institutions. The price includes 1 color logo on the barrel. Nontoxic blue ink.  Pig Clip Pens: Designed for 
kids and pig logo-related businesses. Great For Banks. Re/Max Balloon Clip Pens: Great For Realtors
Pricing is based on C Price including 1 color logo on the barrel. Full-color logo on the clip. Blue Ink-Non-Toxic Slim Ball Pen Refill-
California Prop 65 Compliant. Free PMS Match for over 5K. Production Time: 3 weeks. Packaging: Standard Single Poly Bag. 
Custom Packaging is Available at an extra charge. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 lbs. Additional Info: Free 
Virtual. FOB TX 75072 
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ECO FRIENDLY!

Recyclable Paper Pens

Recyclable Paper Pen. Made of 50% Recyclable Paper.
Price is based on neutral color. Please check with other colors like blue, green, yellow, 
orange, and red.
Budget Friendly Eco Pens: Price includes 1C on a barrel in black. Custom PMS is 
optional for 2008ECO. Additional Barrel Printing: $0.05 (G) per color/location
Custom Topper Pencils: Price is based on existing shapes. New shapes are subject to 
a tooling charge of $250.00. New Shape Production Time: 3 weeks. Additional Info: 
Custom Kraft Sleeve MOQ: 2500
Production Time: 3-4 weeks Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 
lbs.1000pcs. Fob TX 75072 

Quantity 2,500 5,000 10,000

RP100 $0.79 $0.69 $0.59

Eco B100-2008 Eco $0.79 $0.69 $0.59

Custom Topper Pencils $0.89 $0.75 $0.69

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

EcoB100 2008Eco Custom Topper Pencils
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SEED PENS -2008SG 

SEED PENS: Biodegradable Pen. Bioplastics are made from natural materials such as cornstarch. Herb or vegetable plant 
seeds hidden in pen’s push button top. Kraft Barrel. Price is including Seeds; Basil, Sage, Coriander, Thyme, Parsley, Cherry
Tomato, Arugula, Pine Tree, Wildflowers. Price is including 1C on barrel in black. Additional Barrel Printing : $0.05 (G) per
color/location. Blue Ink-Non-Toxic Slim Ball Pen refill. Production Time: 15 days. Kraft Sleeve is optional. Additional Info: Custom 
Kraft Sleeve MOQ: 1,000pcs. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60”X14.7”- Weight :22 lbs.1000pcs. Fob TX 75072
Seed Pencils : Natural FSC Certified Wooden Pencil. Bioplastics are made from natural materials such as cornstarch. Seeds 
hidden below bio eraser. Patented. Seeds; Basil, Sage, Coriander, Thyme, Parsley, Cherry Tomato, Arugula, Pine Tree, 
Wildflowers. Price is including 1C on barrel in black. Additional Barrel Printing : $0.05 (G) per color/location. 

Quantity 300 500 1,000 2,500

Seed Pens 2008SG $1.69 $1.49 $1.19 $1.09

Corn-Tomato Seed Pens - - $1.29 $1.19

Eco Seed 100 - $1.19 $1.09 $0.99

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Kraft Sleeve Generic $0.15 $0.15 $0.12 $0.12

USE IT! PLANT IT! SEED PENS –SEED PENCILS

ECO SEED 100 

TOMATO  SEED 100 CORN SEED PENS -2010SG 
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CUSTOM SHAPED SEED PAPERS and SEED PACKETS!

Seed Papers: Embedded with an assortment of wildflower seeds, these mailers keep your message alive!
After customers get a good look at your message, they can plant the seed cards directly in the ground to grow a bed of 
wildflowers or kitchen herbs. Each unique tree seed paper is attached to a kraft-branded card or bookmark with a message. 
Your logo is printed in full color on the front of the paper card in a tree shape or door hanger leaving a prominent impression.
Perfect promotional tool for direct mail campaigns, customer mailing lists, garden centers, home goods stores, and much 
more. Price includes custom shape. No tooling charge. Size: Tree: 3”x4”; Size Number Card: 6”x2.5”. Ornament 3.5” 
diameter. Your price includes a full-color imprint on the front and back.
SEED PACKETS: Mark and grow your garden in one simple step! Flat. Light. Mailable. Remind your customers that you’re 
thinking of them. Your full-color logo is printed on the front side. Planting Instructions on Back Side. Size: 6”x 1.5” 2 Different 
seeds: kitchen herbs, wildflowers. Production Time: 14-20 days.
Fob TX 75072 

Quantity 1,000 2,500 5,000

Seed Papers-Various Types $1.99 $1.69 $1.49

SPK100 $1.19 $1.09 $0.99

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00
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RECYCLABLE CUSTOM COCKTAIL STIRRERS

Quantity 1,000 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000

COCKTAIL 100 $1.09 0.99 $0.89 $0.79 $0.69

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

COCKTAIL STIRRERS: Imprint: Price includes Custom Logo imprint and based on standard shapes, Tooth, Dollar Sign, 
Heart, Jersey,  Dollar Sign, Round, and Square. Standard shapes come in white, black, or transparent.
The price includes 1 color logo on one side. Custom shapes are subject to a tooling charge of $250.00g. Custom colors 
are subject to an extra charge of $120.00(G) PMS charge
California Prop 65 Approved. Food Safe. Production Time: 2-3 weeks. Imported
Packing: Poly Bag.  Additional Info: Free Virtual Sample Available.FOB TX 75072
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Recyclable Plastic Bookmarks

Quantity 144 288 500 1,000 2,500 5,000

Plastic Bookmarks $1.99 $1.50 $1.20 $1.09 $0.99 $0.89

Cross Bookmarks $1.99 $1.50 $1.30 $1.09 $0.99 $0.89

Setup                                             40.00 40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

CUSTOM BOOKMARKS: Price includes offset sticker decoration on the bookmark. 
Logo Imprint MOQ 500 pcs. Recyclable Material. Full-color imprint: $0.06 (G)
Flat. Light. Mailable. Remind your customers that you’re thinking of them.
Standard Shapes: Square 1.5”x1.5”, Round 1.5”, Hand. 
Custom Shapes MOQ: 1000 pcs. Tooling Charge $400.00g
Epoxy Dome is optional please ask for pricing.
Cross Bookmarks: Great for churches, church stores, or events. Price is based on full-color sticker decoration on the 
bookmark. Black or White. Please check for other colors. Production Time: 3 weeks. Packaging: Standard Single Poly 
Bag. Custom Packaging is Available at an extra charge. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”- Weight:22 lbs. 
Additional Info: Free Virtual. FOB TX 75072 
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Recyclable Cup Holder Serving Trays/Flying Disc-4 Cups/6 Cups

Quantity 500 750 1,000 2,500

CUP HOLDER FLYING DISC-4 CUPS $7.99 $7.29 $6.99 $5.99

Cup Holder Serving Tray 6 Cups Request 
Quote

Request 
Quote

Request 
Quote

Request 
Quote

Setup                                             $40.00g $40.00g $40.00g $40.00g

Imprint: Price is including 1C imprint on 2 locations. The product holds 4 Medium Size Cups ( 3.1” Diameter. holes ) and 
Small Cups with 2.56” Diameter holes. Unit pricing is based on ( D )
Product Size 4 CUPS: 12” diameter. PMS Charge: $100.00 (G)-MOQ 500 pcs for custom PMS. Design Patent Pending 
Item.
Colors: Red- Blue- Green-White-Yellow-Orange
California Prop 65 Approved. Production Time: 2-3 weeks. Packing: Poly Bag. Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60”X14.7”-
Weight:30 lbs. Per 50 pcs in master carton.
Additional Info: Free Virtual Sample Available. FOB TX 75072
California Prop 65 Complaint 
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SPIN OBJECT MUGS & PEN HOLDERS: Price includes 1-4C imprint on Mugs and pen Holders on One Side. 250 ml 
White Ceramic Mug. Hand Made.  Comes in a White Box. Patented product in China- Europe and the U.S. COLOR MUGS 
additional charge $0.25g. Red-Magenta-Navy Colors $0.35g
Size: 3.75” ( length)  x 4.35” ( height) x 1.4” ( depth) Price is included 1-4C imprint on Plates.
Price includes Custom Shape Spinning products in 2D. 3D Objects are subject to an extra charge
Additional Info: Free Virtual  FOB TX 75072
SPIN OBJECT MAGNETS: Comes in a White Box. Price is based on white and stock shapes Heart, Square, Oval, or 
Round. Size : Round: Diameter 3.15” – Heart:3.27” x 3.34” – Rectangle: 2.55” x 3.15”- Upper Oval: 2.95”x3.15”  Price is 
included 1-4C imprint on Magnets. Subject to stock availability.
SPIN OBJECT PLATES: Great Ceramic Gift. Comes in a White Box. Price is based on white. PATENTED PRODUCT.
Size: 3.75” ( length)  x 4.35” ( height) x 1.4” ( depth) Price is included 1-4C imprint on Plates.
Price includes Custom Shape Spinning products in 2D. 3D Objects are subject to an extra charge
Additional Info: Free Virtual  FOB TX 75072

Quantity 360 540 720

SPIN MUGS / HOLDERS-SPIN 100MH $17.99 $16.99 15.99

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Quantity 500 750 1000 2500

SPIN MAGNETS $8.99 $7.99 $7.59 $6.99

SPIN ORNAMENT PLATES $12.99 $11.99 $10.99 $9.99

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00
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Biodegradable Single  Hand Sanitizer Push Wipes and Make-Up Removers

Quantity 11,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 10,000

Single Push Wipe Hand Sanitizer $0.99 $0.89 $0.79 $0.69 $0.59

Single push wipe door hanger $1.99 $1.89 $1.69 $1.59 $1.49

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

These single wet wipes are ideally suited to guest room amenities, dining 
facilities, and wellness centers. Push Wipes is the new standard for freshness, 
cleanliness, and care. Each unit contains a biodegradable all-natural compact 
cloth that is kept dry in a self-contained sealed recyclable package until they are 
used. The towelettes are activated by pressing down in the middle of the 
container which in return mixes the liquid and the compressed towelette. Once 
activated, the Push Wipes towelette decompresses and becomes ready for use.
Whether in your handbag or suitcase, for on-the-go or at home, Push Wipes are 
always there where you need them.
The price includes a full-color offset imprint. Odorless-Unscented. If you want 
scents, please contact us.
Production Time: 14-20 days  Packing Carton Box:16.5”x12.60” X14.7”-
Weight:20 lbs.1000pcs. Fob TX 75072
Additional Info: Free Virtual  FOB TX 75072
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Quantity 100 250 500 1,000

Dog Bandanna $8.99 $7.99 $7.29 $6.99

Dog Collars $10.99 $9.99 $9.29 $8.99

Dog Waste Bag $6.99 $5.99 $5.29 $4.99

Setup                                             $55.00g $55.00g $55.00g $55.00

DOG BANDANA: The bandana has a tunnel for a snap collar to go through it, 
which makes it very easy to quickly remove and replace.
This bandana personalized with the name of your lovely little friend, or any other 
pattern, can be the perfect gift for your pet. The selected design can be replicated 
also on such products as leashes, collars, or harnesses, creating a consistent 
collection in your pet’s wardrobe.
Product’s features:
•Any print using the sublimation method,
•Dimensions of the scarf: 6”×6 " (other dimensions can be ordered on request),
•The bandana tunnel fits collars of the following widths: 0.8", 1", 1.2", Material: 
polyester
DOG COLLAR: This collar personalized with the name of your lovely little friend, 
or any other pattern, can be the perfect gift for your pet. The selected design can 
be replicated also on such products as leashes, scarves, or harnesses, creating a 
consistent collection in your pet’s wardrobe.
There are 2 models of the collar:
1. Snap collar
Classically fastened with a metal clasp. Easy to put on and remove. Ideally 
complemented with a decorative bandana. It is equipped with a length adjuster to 
regulate the length of the collar. 2. Half-clamp collar It is mainly used for dogs 
that easily take off classic collars over their heads. The adjustment makes it 
possible to set the clamp so that it prevents the collar from being pulled off, but 
also protects the dog from suffocation.
Product’s features:
•Any print using the sublimation method,
•Collar dimensions: 0.78” -1” (Width) x 11"(other dimensions can be ordered on 
request),
•Durable material,
•Metal / heavy duty accessories, Material: polyester,
DOG WASTE BAG: This pouch personalized with the name of your lovely little 
friend, or any other pattern, can be the perfect gift for your pet. The selected 
design can be replicated also on such products as leashes, collars, scarves or 
harnesses, creating a consistent collection in your pet’s wardrobe.
Product features:
•Sublimation method, Approximate pouch dimensions: 6 x 9.2",
•Width of the tape at the top with metal trigger: 0.8",
•Width of the tape at the bottom: 0.4",
•Ending with a metal trigger, thanks to which it’ll be easy to attach the pouch to a 
lanyard or belt loops in trousers, Convenient opening for inserting and removing 
disposable bags,
•Material: R-PET
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R-Pet Accessories



Eco rPET Lanyards

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500

One sided with hook $2.99 $2.89 $2.79 $2.69

One sided hook and plastic 
buckle

$3.29 $3.19 $3.09 $2.99

One sided with 2 hooks $3.50 $3.29 $2.99 $2.89

Setup                                             $55.00 $55.00 $55.00 $55.00

Eco rPET Lanyard: 

To support ‘zero waste’, we offer environmentally friendly products. One of them is 
the lanyard made of rPET, which comes from recycled plastic bottles. Deciding to 
rPET, we give plastic a second life and thereby reduce the amount of waste.

We can print any logo, graphic, or writing with the use of the sublimation method 
on request. The rPET lanyard has an eye-catching shine, thanks to which, 
together with a printed logo, it is a very attractive advertising gadget.
We can also make lanyards of other eco-friendly materials such as bamboo, corn, 
or paper.
rPET lanyard is available in different variants:
•rPET lanyard with snap hook,
•rPET lanyard with GSM hook,
•rPET lanyard with two snap hooks,
•rPET lanyard with buckle and snap hook,
•rPET lanyard with safety buckle,
•rPET lanyard with buckle and safety buckle.
Standard bandwidths: 0.4″, 0.6″, 0.8″, 1″.
Hook Types: Fish, Dog, Crocodile

The price is based on a 0.40” wide lanyard. Please check other widths. 
Sublimation included
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R-Pet Yoga Mat Straps and Yoga Straps

Quantity 100 250 500 1,000

Yoga Mat Strap $6.70 $5.90 $5.19 $4.99

YOGA STRAPS $14.99 $12.99 $11.99 $10.99

Setup                                             $55.00 $55.00 $55.00 $55.00

Yoga Mat Strap: The mat carrying strap is equipped with two adjusters that allow 
you to precisely adjust its length to the size of the mat. Thanks to this, it will allow 
you to conveniently carry both thin and thicker mats around. Since the yoga mat 
strap’s length adjusters can be made of metal or plastic, you can easily adjust their 
properties to your preferences.
Basic features of the product:
•Product made of polyester,
•Sports strap with any full-color print (sublimation print),
•Original advertising medium,
•Width 0.60”
•Length 54.6" (possibility of individual length adjustment),
•Metal or plastic adjusters,
An important advantage of the yoga mat strap is that you can put any print on it. 
Company logo, advertising slogan, club colors, or motivational quotes. Send us any 
content or graphic design, and after a few days, a personalized business accessory 
will be delivered to your address.
As a result, the strap for carrying the mat is perfect for sports events or at the gym at 
your workplace. It is also an original idea for a gift for your employees. Do not wait 
and combine active recreation with the promotion of your company.

YOGA STRAPS
•print: full-color sublimation print;
•available width: 2";
•product length: 101.4";
•material: polyester;
•various buckles available.
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R-Pet Microfiber Cloths and Bicycle Saddle Covers
Microfiber Cloths: For printing on our eyewear cleaning clothes we use 
the sublimation method. Such prints are durable odorless, and above all –
ecological. The inks are water-based, so they are safe in contact with the skin 
and ideal for children. Thanks to this method, one can apply prints on such things 
as mugs, metal sheets, and fabrics.
Our wipes are made of 6.48 oz/yd² microfiber. No glues or other chemicals were 
used in the production, which ensures material safety against allergic reactions 
and skin irritations. The wipes are also OEKO TEX 100, class 1 certified.
Cloth sizes available: 4”X6” , 6”x7”, 6.5”x7”
The price includes a sublimation imprint on one side. Both sides is an 
additional $0.25

Bicycle Saddle Cover: The fabric is resistant to stretching and abrasion. It is also 
pleasant to the touch. The waterproof properties of the material will protect the 
saddle from rain or drizzle.
Product features:
•R-Pet
•Weight: approx. 190g / m2 (+/- 10g),
•Waterproof,
•Durable,
•Full-color print (sublimation),
•~ 23×10.1",
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Vegan Paper Lanyards

Quantity 250 500 1000 2500

Vegan both  sided with hook $2.99 $2.79 $2.69 $2.59

Vegan both sided hook and 
plastic buckle

$3.29 $3.19 $3.09 $2.99

Vegan Key Chain $1.99 $1.89 $1.79 $1.69

Setup                                             $55.00 $55.00 $55.00 $55.00

The vegan leather lanyard with hook and connector is made of 
wash paper. It is a durable material created from paper with the 
addition of latex, making it suitable for sewing and washing. Its 
appearance resembles leather, making it an ideal eco-friendly 
substitute for natural leather.
The available variants of the vegan leather lanyard:
•Vegan leather lanyard with a hook,
•Vegan leather lanyard with two hooks,
•Vegan leather lanyard with a buckle and a hook,
•Vegan leather lanyard with a safety buckle and a hook,
•Vegan leather lanyard with a buckle, a safety buckle, and a hook.
The paper has the following certificates:
•Oeko-Tex,
•Forest Stewardship Council (SCS).
Available band width: 0.8″
Price is based on both sided imprint 
Various types of hooks
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Recyclable QR Scanning Products

Quantity 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

QR Bookmarks $1.39 $1.19 $1.09 $0.99 $0.89

QR Cocktail Stirrers - $1.09 $0.95 $0.89 $0.79

QR Seed Pens $1.39 $1.19 $1.09 $0.99 $0.89

QR Recyclable Pens - $1.09 $0.99 $0.92 $0.85

Setup                   $40.00g $40.00g $40.00g $40.00g $40.00

QR Bookmarks

QR Cocktail Stirrers

QR Seed Pens

QR Pens

QR Scanning Promo Products: QR codes are a new normal. Our recyclable and 
biodegradable products are a great way to promote your website and drive traffic to 
your website. It is light and mailable.
Price is based on 1 color QR code and 1 color logo imprint on the barrel.
Recyclable or biodegradable material.   Epoxy QR code is optional on bookmarks 
and cocktail stirrers. Please contact us for less than the minimum
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Quantity 25 50 100

Eagle Theme Book End $165.00 $145.00 $135.00

Horse Themed Book End $165.00 $145.00 $135.00

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00
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Lunch BagsLUNCH BAGS AND CUSTOM DESIGN PILLOWCASES





























Hand Forged  Almazan Serbian Chef's Knife (Cleaver Knife, 9-
inch Forged Carbon Steel Blade for Slicing Meat and Vegetables 
Japanese Knives.
Kiritsuke  Knife is designed for all the tasks for which you'd use a 
chef's knife. It works extremely well with vegetables, julienne, 
dice, and more. Can also be used for cleaning and portioning 
boneless proteins, particularly fish, and slices cooked proteins 
with grace and ease. The straight edge won't rock through cuts 
such as a traditional chef's knife.
USES: This Japanese knife is sharp for slicing meats and 
vegetables. Not used for bones and cutting
EXCLUSIVE KNIFE: Artisan-crafted with signature Steel, 
designed to replace virtually every knife in your kitchen.
SPECIALTY: a multi-purpose chef knife that helps you enjoy and 
great feeling you get when you slice and dice nearly anything 
beneath it.

CARE INSTRUCTION: Best sharpened at less than or equal to 
30 degrees sharp on both sides. Put some cooking or vegetable 
oil before storing to avoid rust. SUBJECT TO STOCK 
AVAILABILITY.
It comes with a kraft box. THE PRICE IS INCLUDING LASER 
LOGO. FOB TX
The Set Includes an engraved Bamboo Cutting Board 
(11’X8’X1/2”), a Laser Engraved ( on the handle) Chef Knife, Gift 
Box with Filled Crinkle Paper. The Logo Sticker on Box is optional 
and subject to an extra charge

HAND MADE LASER ENGRAVED KNIVES-GIFT LINE

Quantity 1 25 50 100

CLEAVER KNIFE $89.99 $89.99 $79.99 $75.99

CHEF KNIFE $99.99 $99.99 $89.99 $85.99

KIRITSUKE KNIFE $99.99 $99.99 $89.99 $85.99

SANTOKU KNIFE $99.99 $99.9 $89.99 $85.99

Chef Cooking Set - $120.00 $110.00 $99.99

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00





Terms & Conditions 
This section sets forth the Terms and Conditions of Sale for Asco Global LLC- Gifts and Specialties. We reserve the right to update or 
modify these Terms and Conditions at any time and without prior notice, please scan the QR code at the top of this page for the most 
updated Terms and Conditions and pricing. By placing an order with Asco Global LLC the purchasing party (Purchaser) agrees to follow 
and be bound by the following Terms and Conditions. 
General Terms 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of prices, item numbers, availability, and dimensions; however, Asco Global LLC is not 
responsible for typographical errors. Asco Global LLC reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. The total order amount, 
including tax and delivery charges, will be charged to the Purchaser’s credit card in full at the time the order is placed. 
Artworks 
All artwork submissions should be in Adobe Illustrator, PDF, EPS, TIF, or CorelDraw format at 300 dpi or higher. 
Order Acknowledgment 
All orders are acknowledged via email.  All changes must be confirmed in writing. All new or repeat orders will receive final proof within a 
reasonable amount of time from Gifts and Specialties by email. Purchaser accepts full responsibility to follow up with a final proof 
approval after Purchaser receives the final proof. Asco Global LLC  will not be responsible for any delayed shipment since final proof 
approval was not received from the Purchaser. 
Samples/Proofs 
E-Proof: A signature is required to begin production. All virtual proof must be reviewed carefully. Asco Global LLC is not liable for any 
incorrect artwork or layout after proof approval.
Spec/Pre-Production Samples: Highly recommended for large quantity orders or PMS color-matching orders. $40.00 (g) charge per 
color/position on laser or silkscreen plus product cost and shipping. (exact matches are not guaranteed). 
Random/Blank Samples: With sufficient inventory, Asco Global LLC  will ship within 48 hours and charge the Purchaser shipping cost. Up 
to 5 pen samples under the value of $1.00 can be requested at no charge if a shipper account is provided. All sample requests must be 
emailed to ensure accuracy. Purchasers accept the duty to follow up on the sample request if no confirmation is received within 24 hours 
or if further information is necessary to fulfill the request. 
Repeat Orders: $25.00 per color/position. Purchaser agrees to reference previous purchase orders when placing orders. Personalization: 
Please submit a typewritten list (Text or Microsoft Excel format) to ensure accurate spelling. Setup is $40.00-$55.00. File must be saved 
in the format (upper/lower cases etc.) to be lasered.
Stock engraving style available: Arial, Times New Roman, Times New Roman Italic, Script 
Emailed Paper Proofs: Asco Global LLC will furnish PDF or JPEG (black & white) virtual proofs at no charge.
Virtual/Digital Samples: A Virtual Sample is a computer-generated sample in PDF or JPEG format via e-mail. A virtual 
sample’s color and size may vary from the actual product and is not meant to be exactly like the actual product. An EPS artwork must be 
submitted.
PMS Match: Add $100.00 (g) for custom-made barrel special PMS color matches. Please note that a true PMS color match may 
sometimes not be possible due to the imprint method, the surface of the item, and the color of the item itself. A spec/pre-production 
sample is highly recommended to ensure customer satisfaction (see above for spec/pre-production sample pricing). 
Shipping 
Transit time is not included in production time.
Shipping Methods: Orders will ship via FedEx or UPS ground unless otherwise specified. Asco Global LLC can also use the purchaser’s 
shipping account if provided.
Drop/Split Shipment Charge: Please contact us for a quote
Price & Terms 
All prices are F.O.B. warehouse in McKinney TX 75072
All first orders require a 100% deposit to run the order.
All prices are subject to change without notice.
All prices are by Asco Global LLC's most recent catalog, we are not liable for any incorrect, published prices elsewhere. All payments must 
be made by check in US Dollars. 
Prepaid orders via credit cards are accepted with Merchant Fee %2.50

General Terms 




